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New Bumper Stickers, New Way To Share!
You might think that since WIVH has
ministered in the islands for almost 26 years,
everyone would be familiar with the Voice of
Hope on 89.9, but that’s not the case! In fact, we
frequently hear from people who have just tuned
in to WIVH for the first time.
One of the ways to get the word out
about WIVH is our new bumper stickers!
Whether you actually use them on your bumper,
your spare tire cover (as Christine did in the
picture) or put it in the window of your car, the
sticker is a great way to share the station with
someone. The eye catching flip-flop design has a
fun island feel and we know that when people
tune in to WIVH they will feel refreshed from the
upbeat and positive Christian music and
programming they hear!
Christine Isaac and Lorna Edwards
Use your bumper sticker to help others
show
off the new WIVH bumper sticker!
discover encouraging music and programing like
The Alternative with Tony Evans, Turning Point with Dr. David Jeremiah, Living on the Edge with Chip Ingram and
Focus on the Family. We also have kids programming like Adventures in Odyssey every weeknight or The Pond and
Paws & Tales on Saturday mornings. WIVH has programming for every member of the family! If you need
another bumper sticker, just call 1-800-245-3688 and we will be happy to send you more!

Lessons from the Sea Turtle
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In the past several months, there has been a
lot of attention on the sea turtles that make our
islands their home during the egg-laying season.
Special red lights along the shore help keep the “new
moms” from heading inland instead of back out to the
ocean once their eggs are laid.
Now the hatchlings are emerging and
making their way to the ocean to continue the life
cycle that our amazing God has created!
It is fascinating how the turtles are drawn to
and guided by the light. We as humans are drawn to
the light as well. John 8:12 tells us more about that
light – Jesus! “I am the light of the world. Whoever
follows me will not walk in darkness, but will have the
light of life.”
In Matthew 5:14-16, Jesus tells us that we,
too, are called to be lights and that we are to let our
lights shine before others to point them to the Father.
Be a light today!
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To the WIVH listening family,
Why do you do what you do? Of the thousands of
possible professions out there, why did you choose what
you now do? The fact is, it doesn't matter so much WHAT
we do as WHOM we do it for! 1 Corinthians 10:31 says,
“So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to
the glory of God.”
For teens, the last few years of high school are challenging
ones. They are trying to figure out what it is they will do with
the rest of their lives. The fact is, the world will offer them
advice in direct opposition to this passage, because
the world tends to focus on self, not others. Looking
back in this passage from 1 Corinthians 10, Paul gives the
exact opposite advice in verse 24 when he says, “Let no
one seek his own good, but the good of his neighbor.”
Wow! What would happen if we let that verse change our
perspective on what we do and how we do it!
John Stonestreet of Breakpoint, one of the many daily short
programs interspersed with our music, paraphrased T. S.
Eliott with this statement: “Our idols make us think less
about God, and at the same time, make us think about God
less.” Can what we do become an idol? Yes, anything that
takes the place of God in our lives, even our profession,
can become an idol. That's why we must continuously
commit to doing what we do to the glory of God and for
others! Let's change our perspective and our purpose.
For God's glory,
Tim & Heather Madeira

Thrivent is a not-for-profit financial services
organization that helps Christians be wise with
money. Callie Briese is the director of external affairs
for Thrivent and also the host of their new radio
feature, Be Wise and Thrive. Callie is passionate
about helping Christians make financial decisions
that reflect their values. She notes, “When it comes to
money, it’s important to own your story, practice wise
financial habits and give of yourself. Being wise with
money means you see money as a tool to live out your
faith, not a goal for your life. And when we encourage
each other in community to think about money
differently, we can really make a difference in the
world.” Be Wise and Thrive can be heard each
weekday on WIVH at 9:28 am and 9:28 pm.
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